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Abstract: Insertion of hydrophobic nanoparticles into phospholipid 

bilayers is limited to small particles that can incorporate into the 

hydrophobic membrane core in between the two lipid leaflets. 

Incorporation of nanoparticles above this size limit requires 

development of challenging surface engineering methodologies. In 

principle, increasing membrane thickness should facilitate 

incorporation of larger nanoparticles. Here we explore the effect of 

very long phospholipids (C24:1) in small unilamellar vesicles, on 

the membrane insertion efficiency of nanoparticles in the range of 

5-13 nm in diameter. To this end, we improved an existing vesicle 

preparation protocol and utilized cryogenic electron microscopy 

imaging to examine the mode of interaction and to evaluate the 

membrane insertion efficiency of membrane-inserted 

nanoparticles. 
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Introduction  

In recent years, synthesis methods for the production of high-

quality nanoparticles (NP) have greatly improved, allowing for 

increased control over their size, shape, chemical and physical 

properties. This, in turn, afforded the fabrications of 

sophisticated metallic, magnetic, dielectric, and 

semiconducting heterostructured NPs with desirable 

photophysical and chemical properties[1]. This precise control 

allows the engineering of excited‐state wavefunctions[2], 

charge confinement, and spatiotemporal control of charge‐

separated states[3]. Hence, NPs (and in particular 

semiconducting) have proved to be very useful in diverse 

applications such as in optoelectronics[4], biological imaging[5], 

sensing[6], catalysis[7], energy harvesting[8], biomedicine, and 

cell surface engineering[9].  

While these sophisticated inorganic nanomaterials require 

advanced synthesis methods, their integration with biology 

macromolecules and machineries requires additional 

functionalization steps. Current approaches typically target 

NPs to interact with the cell membrane’s surface or to undergo 

a cellular uptake. Less effort has been invested in 

functionalization of NPs that could be targeted, incorporated 

into, and retained in the membrane bilayer core itself. Such 

membrane inserted NPs could expand the repertoire of desired 

cellular functions while taking advantage of the superior 

inorganic materials' properties.[10]  Once inserted into the 

membrane, such NPs could, for example, introduce orthogonal 

(to native signaling) ways to communicate with the cell’s 

interior, introduce de-novo or enhance native 

enzymatic/catalytic activities, sense the membrane potential, 

used as antennas for light harvesting and vision restoration[1d, 

11]. 

The underlying obstacle for stable insertion of large NPs into 

lipid membranes is that in many cases, the surfaces of as-

synthesized NPs are decorated with a mixture of highly 

hydrophobic ligands and are insoluble in biologically-relevant 

aqueous media. Therefore, without any surface modification, 

only small, hydrophobic NPs can be efficiently incorporated 

into synthetic vesicle membranes in between the two leaflets. 

Since phospholipid bilayers are typically 4–5 nm thick[12], 

successful membrane insertion has been achieved only for 

NPs with sizes ≤ 5 nm[13]. Inclusion of larger hydrophobic NPs 

is thermodynamically unfavorable due to the energetic penalty 

associated with protrusion of hydrophobic ligands into the polar 

solvent.[13c] This limitation practically excludes higher order 

structures and functionalities that could be beneficial in terms 

of signal or actuation strength.  

We hypothesized that increased membrane thickness should 

promote insertion of larger NPs than previously accomplished. 

The thickness of phospholipid membrane can be increased by 

incorporation of lipids with a long alkane chain and by addition 

of cholesterol which aligns and stretches alkane chains into a 

packed and thick membrane[12a]. To test this hypothesis, we 

prepared small unilamellar lipid vesicles incorporating 1,2-

dinervonoylsn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (PC24), an 

unsaturated zwitterionic phospholipid with 24 carbon alkane 

chains. This lipid has been previously used in the preparation 

of multilamellar liposomes (MLVs) formulations with protein or 
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peptide drugs, and in the formation of planar bilayer lipid 

membranes[14]. In biological systems, it is a component of lipid 

rafts and micro domains[15]. 

Compared to typical PC18 lipids which form membranes of 4-

5 nm thickness, lipid bilayers consisting of 25% PC24 are 

expected to lead to a 20% increase in membrane thickness, 

i.e., up to 6 nm. To test our hypothesis, we evaluated the 

membrane-insertion efficiency of inorganic NPs in the size 

range of 5-13 nm in diameter into the lipid bilayer of small 

unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) containing various molar fractions 

of PC24 during the formation of lipid vesicles. Initial attempts 

to incorporate even small NPs into SUVs prepared by the 

hydration method[16] were unsuccessful. After testing several 

other SUV preparation protocols for NP insertion that failed, we 

identified in the literature a protocol that was previously used 

to encapsulate hydrophobic drugs into liposomes’ 

membranes[17] but never applied for membrane incorporation 

of nanoparticles.  This approach proved to be highly efficient 

for membrane insertion of small NPs. A critical step in this 

protocol is the addition of a lipid detergent to the organic 

solution containing both lipids and NPs. With the addition PC24 

to the lipid mixture[14], NPs with diameters of up to ~13 nm were 

successfully incorporated into SUVs’ membranes.  

Here we present a detailed protocol for incorporation of large 

NPs (up to ~13 nm) into the lipid membrane of SUVs with 

optimized lipid composition, detergent, organic solvents and 

NP/lipid ratio. Cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM) 

imaging of these membrane-inserted NPs was used for the 

characterization of their mode of interaction with the 

membrane. 

Results 

In order to insert NPs efficiently to SUVs, we adopted a 

detergent dialysis vesicle preparation method that was 

previously optimized for membrane incorporation of small 

hydrophobic drugs[17]. This protocol was modified here to allow 

for NPs’ membrane insertion. Two different mixtures of lipids 

were used for SUVs preparations: ‘native membrane’, with 

POPC, cholesterol and DOTAP (central column in table 1) and 

‘thick membrane’, with POPC, cholesterol, DOTAP, and a very 

long-chain phospholipid (PC24). Insertion efficiency was 

tested for four different sizes of NPs: 5, 7, and 11 nm spherical 

QDs, and 5x13 nm cylindrical-shaped NRs (sizes determined 

by TEM, Table S1). 

Cryo-EM imaging was used to assess the mode of NPs 

interaction/insertion with/into the SUVs’ membrane. As 

described in the supplementary information section, the yield 

of QDs / NRs insertion into the membrane was evaluated by 

examining the cryo-EM images and counting membrane-

inserted NPs, membrane-adsorbed NPs, and encapsulated 

NPs. We excluded all NPs that were either interacting with the 

carbon grid or aggregated. Multiple experiments on different 

days were conducted for each condition (NP size/type and 

‘native’ or ‘thick’ membrane). Typically, > 3 different 

experiments were conducted for each condition, with several 

field-of-views (FOVs) on the grid. 

In order to find the optimal concentration of PC24 in the lipid 

mixture, we first tested five preparations of SUVs using 

different relative concentrations of PC24 and evaluated NRs 

insertion efficiency as function of [PC24] (Table S2). NRs-

embedding SUVs were prepared as described in the 

supplementary information section, with NRs concentrations 

carefully maintained for all 5 preparations. Each preparation 

was imaged by cryo-EM and subsequently analyzed to assess 

the mode of NR-membrane interaction. Figure 1 shows NRs 

membrane insertion efficiency as a function of the long-

chained lipid concentration [PC24] in the lipid mixture. The 

figure shows an optimal concentration of [PC24] = 25% of the 

total lipid molar concentration for which the insertion efficiency 

is ~25% (which is twice higher than the insertion efficiency of 

SUVs prepared with the ‘native' membrane (2 out of 7 

compared to 5 out of 10). Higher or lower [PC24] showed a 

decreased insertion efficiency as compared to [PC24] = 25%. 

Although [PC24] = 100% also resulted in good NRs insertion, 

which was comparable to [PC24] = 25%, the morphology of 

these SUVs was not spherical (Figure S2). The non-spherical, 

polygonal SUV shapes can be attributed to the membrane’s 

gel phase behavior, since PC24 has a transition temperature 

of 26 °C[18], which is higher compared to the transition 

temperature of POPC (-2 °C). In addition, at [PC24] = 50%, 

SUVs formation had remarkably decreased (data not shown). 

Both of these observations will be further investigated in the 

future. 

Figure 2 shows cryo-EM images of selected examples of 

successful insertions of the different size/type NPs into ‘thick’ 

membranes. The morphology of SUVs at different C24 

concentrations is shown in Supplementary Figure S2, and raw 

images are deposited (10.5281/zenodo.5068489). The 

insertion efficiency was defined as the ratio between the 

number of membrane-inserted NPs and the total number of 

NPs in a frame. Results from all analyzed frames per condition 

were averaged. The left column of Figure 2 shows 

representative images of particle insertion. The blue and red 

bars on the right columns represent the fractions of inserted 

and non-inserted particles, respectively, out of the entire 

counted particles, excluding aggregates and carbon interacting 

particles.   

As expected, insertion efficiency was inversely proportional to 

the NP size for ‘native’ membranes due to the particle size, 

whereas the long lipid addition had significant effect on the 

larger particle as a result of the increase of the membrane 

thickness. Interestingly, when using [PC24] = 25% (‘thick’ 

membrane), the largest size QDs (11 nm) could be inserted 

into the membrane at 50% efficiency, while they could not be 

inserted at all into the ‘native’ membrane. For other sizes, we 

saw an increase from 46% to 70% for the 5 nm QDs, 40% to 

48% for the 7 nm QDs, and 28.5% to 50% for the 5x13 nm 

NRs.  

We further evaluated the degree of insertion for the 11 nm QDs 

by localizing the position of QDs relative to the SUVs’ 

membrane using a home written software, as described in the 

supplementary information section. Figure 3d shows a 

histogram of these distances where positive distances 

represent locations in the outer SUV leaflet and outwards the 

SUV, and negative distances represent locations in the inner 

SUV leaflet and inwards the SUV. The histogram shows that 

these large NPs are probable to be located at the center of the 

membrane. Figures 3 (a)-(c) show 3 examples of analyzed 

FOVs; as an example for the analysis. 

Discussions 

Previous works have shown that only very small QDs (< 4 

nm)[13] can be incorporated into SUVs’ membranes during their 

formation using electro-swelling, sonication and  other 
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detergent removal protocols[19]. Here, we used a different 

approach that relied on a previously published protocol for 

membrane incorporation of small hydrophobic drug 

molecules.[17] In this approach, a dialysis-based detergent 

removal step was performed during the preparation of the 

vesicles. This improved protocol was sufficient for the insertion 

of larger (> 5 nm) particles into SUV membrane composed of 

POPC and cholesterol, although at low efficiency. The addition 

of a long-chain phospholipid, PC24, significantly improved the 

insertion of large particles into SUV membranes, and facilitated 

the insertion of large QDs (~11 nm) at high efficiency. 

Combining both approaches, NPs as large as 11 nm QDs and 

5x13 nm NRs were successfully inserted into SUVs. 

It is well accepted that membrane thickness varies with acyl 

chain length and the presence of cholesterol. We found that 

adding long chain phospholipids (PC 24:1) to the vesicle 

formulation is crucial for the incorporation of NPs with 

diameters much larger than those reported for typical lipid 

compositions. Although the main obstacle for NPs 

incorporation into SUVs is their size; the effect of the 

hydrophobic capping ligand layer and the particle geometry on 

its insertion into SUVs is a matter of future study. 

Summary 

In summary, we developed a lipid composition and SUV 

preparation protocol that promotes integration of large 

inorganic hydrophobic particles into the membrane. These 

SUVs could be made fusogenic, to allow the delivery of NPs 

into cellular membranes. The use of long-chain lipids together 

with the addition of the detergent in the organic phase are 

crucial for successful membrane insertion of large NPs. The 

technology developed here could be applied to diagnostic 

technologies, therapeutic applications, and as a research tool 

for studying membrane properties. 
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Figures: 

  

 

 

Table 1. Five different lipid compositions used for the NRs insertion studies with [PC24] 

increasing from 0% (sample 1) to 100% (sample 5). 

 

 

 

Table 2. Membrane components of SUV/NP preparations 
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Figure 1: NRs membrane insertion efficiency as a function of PC24 lipid molar percentage 

in the SUVs’ membrane composition. 
‡
the SUVs with 100% PC24 composed a non round, 

distorted shaped vesicles, as shown in Figure S2. 
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Figure 2: Incorporation of NPs into ‘native’ and ‘thick’ SUV membranes. Left column: cryo-
EM images showing examples for insertion of 5 nm, 7 nm, 11nm QDs, and 5x13 nm NRs 
into  ‘thick’ SUV membranes. Right column: corresponding insertion efficiencies of ‘native 
and ‘thick’  membranes. Lipid compositions for ‘native’ and ‘thick’ membranes are 
described in table 2. Scale bars: 20nm.  
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Figure 3:  (a)-(c) Cryo-EM image representing QD inserted into thick SUVs (d) Position 
distribution of QDs interacting with thick SUVs lipid bilayer. Only QDs that were in the 
vicinity of a SUV, but not in the vicinity of other QDs or more than one SUV, were counted 
(24 QDs in total). 
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